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There has once been a time and age where Freedom was prevailing, not freedom
that was chaotic, but freedom of Divine Order, where all beings are pleased, happy
and in accordance to Natural Law. This was the Golden Age. The most Glorified,
Most Holy and Most Reverend of all Ages! There was no poverty, men owned land,
people were able to produce, labor and get their fruit out of their labor. People were
creating the Needs and not Needs the people. Who was to be King was King, and
what he did was serve and only serve. Those who served the most, who had the
most responsibility,  those who were the one sitting with the responsibility of the
whole,  were  the Leaders.  And in  this,  this  is  why they were called Leaders.  A
Leader is not someone who seeks pleasure or to please one’s self, a Leader is he
who is  willing to  sacrifice everything and anything!  Even his  own personal  well
being, just for the sake and well being of the whole! This was the age where the
farmer was the richest, the laborers were the happiest they ever were, for they all
created and nourished the Earth! They created and created again, until the Stars
were to be numbered! Death has been a distant memory, as everyone had a spirit
of life. Even when one died, their Soul was instantly re-incarnated so they could
keep up their Divine Purpose, which was the pursuit of Godhead. The Leaders were
on the front and the Volk was faithfully following. With no remorse, without any
sense of Hatred, only love and loyalty, only for common interest and eternal Joy! AS
different Races, with peaceful associations that protected our Holy differences, We
were all one large body, one large battalion! As one and only body, in where every
cell is as its happiest and all the more happy in itself!

But something atrocious did happen next, we were attacked. Without deserving it,
without  even doing anything remotely  to draw this  upon ourselves.  Attacked by
subservience all  in  itself!  We were attacked by these parasites in Human form.
These rootless hyenas, these damned parasites, these pestilence of the Earth, the
jews and their  sickening awareness. The only  race so selfish,  the only humans
without any remorse, the worst profiteers, the empty soulless creatures that only
seek their pleasure in physicality and to whom their spirit means nothing. We all
want to be free. Humanity has fought countless wars to finally, break free JUST
ONE BIT from their Xian, Muslim and Judaic filth and tyranny. Hostile energies have
been entering the Earth, those of death, slavery, suppression, sadness, depression,
hatred and senseless warfare, which were brought up in the worst manifestation by
the jews. For what? Simply because its so they “Will”. They will then experience
what  “So  we  Will”,  and  this  is  FREEDOM  FOR  US  AND  HUMANITY AT ALL
COSTS. They have disrupted our Divine Order, our history, our Golden Age. Now
there  are  no  leaders  and  no  followers,  there  are  only  “masters”  and  slaves.
Everyone is a slave more or less, knowingly or unknowingly. People are treated as
slaves, disposed as slaves and soulless sheep. They have replaced caring for the
whole, with a care of a most putrid form for only one’s self. They have replaced
Truth with lies, Freedom with oppression, health with disease, beauty with ugliness.
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They have attacked any and all Nations, Races and peoples, ruthlessly. They have
murdered, raped, destroyed and created malignancy where it never existed before.
They have even tried to replace and murder “god” himself, they have hid from us
the creator of ours, Satan, they have hid from us and STOLEN our own Soul, they
have been the result that this life and the next life for so many millions are only filled
with suffering, poverty and worthlessness, death and anguish. They have rewrote
our history and lied to no end about it, made people neurotic, spread diseases in all
levels and pestilences of all sorts. The Earth herself screams for freedom, as she
suffers from their senseless and meaningless parasitic mentality, which they have
projected both in the peoples and in the world. What more do you want to see, how
much more can you stay there and be the victim they have TAUGHT you to be? 

They have TAUGHT you to be a victim, for they fear one thing: That us, The Gentile
Lions rebel against that race of racketeers, fleas, rats and worthless beings! Bring
on what they were always most afraid of! Bring on the curses, bring on the Spiritual
Death, unleash endless Chaos to them and above all, Execute Eternal Justice for
every lost city, every lost Soul, every Child and Animal that died under or from the
Jewish blade. We know of your crimes and we will forever stand, selflessly in our
duty! We must and should fight from freedom and for every lost Soul. We stand tall
in the Aeons of failure, injustice, where the liars are the “gods” and the Gods are the
criminals. For we are the ones with the eternal vision. May Satan be praised, and
may we all act for order to Return. No more Gentile Souls will go down the drain, no
more Gentile Souls will bathe in Blood, No more Injustice, No more Tyranny! We
accept  no  more  insolence,  no  more  murder  against  us  Gentiles,  no  more
parasitism, no more dreams from weak infidels to enslave us, let alone actions.
Time to Rise! If these blasphemous parasites asks for War, this is exactly what we
bring, but only thousand fold of what they could ever imagine. If these sick beings
ask  to  enslave  us,  they  shall  know  that  the  Gentiles  are  not  Slaves,  they
themselves will be the ones to submit. Thousand times more of returns is nothing
even equal compared to what they have committed against us. And a billionth times
more will  be the joy when the body of  Humanity will  be free from this Spiritual
Cancer of the jews! Fight for our Freedom and Seize it!

Onwards to Freedom! Onwards to War! Destroy the Tyrants, Obliterate the Slavers!

They have told you you are a worthless slave, I tell you that you are a Most Worthy
God!

MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, RAISE THIS WORLD ON YOUR BACKS, CARRY
YOUR DIVINE DUTY UNTIL THE END! WE SHALL NEVER CAPITULATE, WE
SHALL NEVER RETREAT,  WE SHALL NEVER SURRENDER!  DESTROY THE
TYRANTS AND OBLITERATE THE  SLAVERS!  SET THIS  BEFALLEN  WORLD
FREE AND EXECUTE JUSTICE!!! 

Here are your Spiritual Weapons:
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So what I am asking is quite easy.

Everyday,  until  the  day  that  a  Ritual  will  come,  which  will  be  soon,  raise  the
following and direct it as following.

-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel  and  all  the  jewish  race  of  peoples  are  permanently  and  completely
destroyed in every and all levels of existence."

-Hagalaz x9

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel  and  all  the  jewish  race  of  peoples  are  permanently  and  completely
destroyed in every and all levels of existence."

You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.

An Alternate affirmation would be as following:  "Israel and the jewish race as a
whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels
of existence."

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY,  UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS
POSTED.  THIS  SHOULD  BE  PART  OF  YOUR  DAILY  MEDITATIONS.
PREFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION
AND CLEANING MEDITATION!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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